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Baseline SD-OCT Structural Measurements and Prediction of 
Glaucoma Progression
Ramin Daneshvar1, 2, Adeleh Yarmohammadi3, Reza Alizadeh1, 
Sharon Henry1, Joseph Caprioli1, Kouros Nouri-Mahdavi1.  
1Stein Eye Institute, University of California, Los Angeles, Los 
Angeles, CA; 2Eye Research Center, Mashhad University of Medical 
Sciences, Mashhad, Iran (the Islamic Republic of); 3Hamilton 
Glaucoma Center, Shiley Eye Institute, San Diego, CA.
Purpose: There is evidence that baseline retinal nerve fiber layer 
(RNFL) or macular measurements derived from spectral domain 
optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) may forecast glaucoma 
deterioration. We tested the hypothesis that baseline RNFL or 
macular ganglion cell-inner plexiform layer (GCIPL) thickness 
can predict visual field (VF) progression in a cohort of established 
glaucoma patients.
Methods: 171 eyes of 95 glaucoma patients with good-quality 
baseline RNFL and macular SD-OCT images (Optic Disc and 
Macular Cubes 200x200, Cirrus HD-OCT), more than 2 years of 
follow-up and 5 or more VFs were selected from the clinical database 
and ongoing studies at Stein Eye Institute’s Glaucoma Division. 
Guided Progression Analysis (GPA) software was used to define 
time to progression with pointwise event analysis according to Early 
Manifest Glaucoma Trial criteria. Trend analysis of Visual Field 
Index (VFI) was used to define VF progression at the end of follow-
up (p <5% for VFI slope over time). Logistic and Cox’s proportional 
hazard regression were used to test the hypothesis and adjust for other 
baseline prognostic factors for VF progression.
Results: Median (IQR) age and VF mean deviation at baseline 
were 68 (61-72) years and –2.9 (–6.2 to –1.1) dB. Median (IQR) 
follow-up time was 54 (44-65) months. Seventeen and 39 eyes 
were determined to be progressing at the final follow-up based on 
GPA and VFI, respectively. In logistic models using GPA event 
outcomes, thinner CCT (OR=1.02 per μm, p =0.001), higher baseline 
IOP (OR=1.3 per mmHg, p=0.009), and female gender (OR=7.5, 
p=0.02) were associated with higher risk of progression. In logistic 
models using a significantly negative VFI slope as the outcome, 
thinner baseline RNFL (OR=1.04 per μm, p=0.022) was the only 
predictor of progression. Thinner CCT (p<0.001), female gender 
(p=0.001), younger age (p=0.004), and higher baseline IOP (p=0.008) 
predicted VF progression on Cox’s proportional hazard model. The 
baseline average or sectoral GCIPL thickness was a predictor for VF 
progression in none of the explored models (p >0.15).
Conclusions: Thinner CCT, female gender, and higher baseline  
IOP were consistent predictors of subsequent VF progression 
in time-to-event models. Average baseline RNFL predicted VF 
worsening when a binary VFI outcome was used. Baseline global or 
regional macular GCIPL thickness was not a prognostic factor for VF 
progression.
Commercial Relationships: Ramin Daneshvar, None; 
Adeleh Yarmohammadi; Reza Alizadeh, None; Sharon Henry, 
None; Joseph Caprioli, None; Kouros Nouri-Mahdavi, Heidelberg 
Engineering (S)
Support: NIH 1K23EY022659 (KNM) and Departmental 
Unrestricted Grant from Research to Prevent Blindness
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The Impact of Normal Aging and Definitions of Progression 
on Detecting Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer Changes in Optical 
Coherence Tomography Imaging
Luke J. Saunders1, Zhichao Wu1, Linda M. Zangwill1, Fabio B. Daga1, 
Jonathan Crowston2, Robert N. Weinreb1, Felipe Medeiros1. 
1Ophthalmology, University of California San Diego, San Diego, CA; 
2Ophthalmology Eye and Ear Hospital, The University of Melbourne, 
Melbourne, VIC, Australia.
Purpose: When attempting to identify progressive change in retinal 
nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness on optical coherence tomography 
(OCT) imaging (such as due to glaucoma), age-related thinning may 
account for a large proportion of changes assumed to be pathological. 
This may result in high false positive rates of detecting progression, 
which could lead to inaccurate clinical management decisions. In 
this study, we evaluated the rates of false detection of progression in 
normal eyes using current and proposed methods to account for  
age-related RNFL thickness changes.
Methods: A total of 77 eyes of 46 normal participants seen at 5.9 ± 
2.7 visits over 3.4 ± 1.9 years were included to obtain the mean and 
5% lower limit of the range of normal age-related RNFL thickness 
change over time. Variability and age-related change estimates were 
then obtained and used to recreate 10,000 simulated series of  
“real-world” RNFL measurements, which were used to compare the 
false positive rates of different definitions of progression.
Results: The mean rate of RNFL thickness change over time was 
-0.50 ± 0.25 μm/year (P < 0.001). Almost 25% of simulated eyes 
were identified as having progressed with a slope significantly less 
than 0 at some point during the first 5 years of follow-up with annual 
testing. Additionally requiring the slope to be more negative than the 
5% lower limit of normal aging still identified 18% of eyes as having 
progressed. In contrast, definitions that tested the significance of the 
slope relative to the mean or 5% lower limit of aging (also requiring 
a slope exceeding the 5% lower limit) reduced false-positive rates to 
8% and 4% respectively.
Conclusions: False detection of progression rates when using OCT 
imaging can be substantially reduced by testing the significance of 
its longitudinal change relative to normal age-related changes. This 
approach, which could be described as a “mean trend deviation” 
analysis, can help clinicians differentiate between age-related and 
glaucomatous change.
Commercial Relationships: Luke J. Saunders, None; 
Zhichao Wu, None; Linda M. Zangwill; Fabio B. Daga, None; 
Jonathan Crowston, None; Robert N. Weinreb, Heidelberg 
Engineering (F), Aerie Pharmaceutical (C), Alcon (C), Carl Zeiss 
Meditec (F), Quark (F), Forsight Vision V Sensimed (C), Topcon 
(F), Optovue (F), Eyenovia (C), Bausch & Lomb (C), Genentech (F), 
Allergan (C), Unity (C); Felipe Medeiros, Heidelberg Engineering 
(F), Novartis (C), Reichert (C), Allergan (F), Reichert (F), Carl 
Zeiss Meditec (F), National Eye Institute (F), Topcon (F), Alcon (F), 
Optovue (F), Valeant Pharmaceutical (C), Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc. 
(C), Bausch & Lomb (F), GmbH (F), Allergan (C)
Support: P30EY022589
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The African Descent and Glaucoma Evaluation Study 
(ADAGES): Racial differences in rate of change of SD-OCT 
measured minimum rim width and retinal nerve fiber layer 
thickness
Christopher Bowd1, Linda M. Zangwill1, Christopher A. Girkin2, 
Jeffrey M. Liebmann3, Robert N. Weinreb1, Akram Belghith1. 
1Hamilton Glaucoma Center, Shiley Eye Institute, Department of 
Ophthalmology, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA; 
2Department of Ophthalmology, University of Alabama, Birmingham, 
Birmingham, AL; 3Columbia University Medical Center, Columbia 
University, New York, NY.
Purpose: Considerable evidence suggests that the rate of change of 
structural measurements in glaucoma eyes depends on risk factors 
such as race, IOP, age and disease severity. We investigated whether 
race-related differences exist in the rate of change of minimum rim 
width (MRW) and circumpapillary retinal nerve fiber layer thickness 
(RNFLT) in healthy, glaucoma suspect and glaucoma eyes of 
individuals of European descent (ED) and African descent (AD).
Methods: Rate of change of MRW and RNFLT was investigated 
in 120 healthy eyes (60 ED, 60 AD), 239 glaucoma suspect eyes 
(102 ED, 137 AD) and 175 glaucoma eyes (82 ED, 93 AD) of 
ADAGES participants followed for approximately 3 years and tested 
with Spectralis spectral domain OCT (Heidelberg Engineering) 
approximately every 6 months. Suspect eyes were defined as those 
with a history of untreated IOP ≥ 22 mmHg or suspicion of glaucoma 
by masked assessment of stereoscopic optic disc photographs with 
no consecutive, repeatable abnormal standard automated perimetry 
results (SAP, Carl Zeiss Meditec). Glaucoma eyes were defined as 
eyes with repeatable abnormal SAP results (GHT ONL or PSD ≤ 
5%). The San Diego Automated Layer Segmentation Algorithm 
(SALSA) was used to segment and measure global MRW and RNFLT 
from OCT images. Mixed effects models were used to estimate the 
rate of change after controlling for age and optic disc size
Results: After an average of 2.7 years follow-up, a significant 
race-related difference in rate of change of MRW but not RNFLT in 
suspect eyes was observed. Rate of change of MRW was -1.85 μm/
year and -2.20 μm/year in ED and AD eyes, respectively (p =0.03, 
see Figure). Rate of change of RNFLT was -0.48 μm/year and -0.49 
μm/year in ED and AD eyes, respectively (p =0.90). No race-related 
differences in rate of change were found in measurements from 
healthy or glaucoma eyes. In suspect eyes, age and SAP MD were 
similar in the ED and AD groups at baseline (p ≥0.05). However, 
average IOP over study duration was significantly higher in AD eyes 
(p <0.001).
Conclusions: Results indicate that race is an important consideration 
when assessing structural change in glaucoma, particularly in 
glaucoma suspect eyes. Observed racial differences in rate of 
structural change may help explain racial disparities in glaucoma 
susceptibility.

Commercial Relationships: Christopher Bowd, None; 
Linda M. Zangwill, Carl Zeiss Meditec (F), Heidelberg Engineering 
(F), Topcon (F), Optovue (F); Christopher A. Girkin, None; 
Jeffrey M. Liebmann, Heidelberg Engineering (F), Reichert (C), 
Valeant Pharmaceuticals (C), Heidelberg Engineering (C), Alcon 
(C), Reichert (F), Carl Zeiss Meditec (F), Topcon (F), Optovue (F), 
Bausch & Lomb (C), Bausch & Lomb (F), Allergan (C), Carl Zeiss 
Meditec (C); Robert N. Weinreb, Heidelberg Engineering (F), 
Foresight Vision (C), Aerie Pharmaceutical (C), Alcon (C), Carl 
Zeiss Meditec (F), Sensimed (C), Quark (F), Topcon (F), Optovue 
(F), Eyenovia (C), Bausch & Lomb (C), Genentech (F), Allergan (C), 
Unity (C); Akram Belghith, None
Support: NIH R01EY022039, NIH R01EY011008, R01EY019869, 
R01EY018926, R01EY023704, P30EY022589, participant retention 
incentive grants in the form of glaucoma medication at no cost from 
Alcon Laboratories Inc., Allergan, Pfizer Inc., and Santen Inc., and 
an unrestricted grant from Research to Prevent Blindness, New York, 
New York
Clinical Trial: NCT00221923
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Comparison of Glaucoma Progression Detection by Optical 
Coherence Tomography and Visual Field
Anna Dastiridou1, Xinbo Zhang2, Brian A. Francis1, Ou Tan2, 
Rohit Varma3, David S. Greenfield4, Joel S. Schuman5, David Huang2. 
1Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA; 2Casey Eye Institute, 
Oregon Health & Science University, Portland, OR; 3Ophthalmology, 
University of Southern California Keck School of Medicine, Los 
Angeles, CA; 4Bascom Palmer Eye Institute, University of Miami, 
Miami, FL; 5Ophthalmology, University of Pittsburgh Medical 
Center, Pittsburgh, PA.
Purpose: To detect glaucoma progression using optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) and visual fields (VF).
Methods: Subjects with more than 5 follow-up visits in the multi-
center Advanced Imaging for Glaucoma study were analyzed. 
Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) was used to 
map the thickness of peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (NFL) 
and macular ganglion cell complex (GCC). OCT-based progression 
detection was defined as a significant (p<0.05) negative trend for 
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either average NFL or average GCC using ordinary least square 
regression analysis. VF progression was detected if either the Guided 
Progression Analysis or Visual Field Index (VFI) trend reached 
significance.
Results: The analysis included 417 glaucoma suspect and pre-
perimetric glaucoma (GS/PPG) eyes and 377 perimetric glaucoma 
(PG) eyes. Progression was detected in 38.9% of eyes in the GS/PPG 
group with OCT compared to 18.7% with VF (P<0.001). In the PG 
group, OCT had significantly higher detection rate, compared to VF 
in early PG (49.7% vs. 32.0%, p=0.02), while VF had nonsignificant 
higher detection rates in moderate and advanced PG. In advanced PG, 
the rate of NFL thinning declined, but GCC thinning rate remained 
relatively steady and allowed good progression detection even in 
advanced disease. The rate of false positive progression detection 
in permutated series was over 10% for VFI in both GS/PPG and PG 
group, while under 7% for both GCC and NFL.
Conclusions: OCT is more sensitive than VF in progression 
detection in early glaucoma. While the value of NFL declines in 
advanced glaucoma, GCC remains a good progression detector from 
early to advanced stages.
Commercial Relationships: Anna Dastiridou, None; Xinbo Zhang, 
None; Brian A. Francis, None; Ou Tan, Optovue, Inc (I), Carl 
Zeiss Meditec, Inc (I); Rohit Varma, Optovue, Inc. (F), Carl Zeiss 
Meditec, Inc (F), Optovue, Inc. (R), Heidelberg Engineering (R); 
David S. Greenfield, Heidelberg Engineering (F), Optovue, Inc (F), 
Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc (F); Joel S. Schuman, Carl Zeiss Meditec, 
Inc (P); David Huang, Optovue, Inc (I), Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc (P), 
Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc (I)
Support: NIH GRANTS R01 EY013516, R01 EY023285
Clinical Trial: NCT01314326
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Serial changes in lamina cribrosa depth and neuroretinal 
parameters in glaucoma. Impact of choroidal thickness
Jayme R. Vianna, Victoria R. Lanoe, Jack Quach, Glen Sharpe, 
Donna Hutchison, Anne C. Belliveau, Lesya M. Shuba, 
Marcelo T. Nicolela, Balwantray C. Chauhan. Department of 
Ophthalmology, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, Canada.
Purpose: To determine if change in lamina cribrosa depth occurs 
more frequently than change in neuroretinal parameters in glaucoma. 
Additionally, to determine whether Bruch’s membrane or anterior 
sclera should be used as reference plane when measuring laminar 
depth.
Methods: In a prospective observational study, anterior laminar 
depth from a reference plane based on Bruch’s membrane (LD-BM) 
and anterior sclera (LD-AS) was measured with optical coherence 
tomography (Fig. 1). Two neuroretinal parameters, minimum rim 
width (MRW) and retinal nerve fibre layer thickness (RNFLT), in 
addition to peripapillary choroidal thickness were measured. Factors 
related to LD-BM and LD-AS were determined with mixed effects 
modeling. Cut-offs for significant change in each parameter were 
estimated from the variability in 35 healthy controls over a 1-year 
period. The occurrence of significant change in laminar depth and 
neuroretinal parameters were compared with survival models. Since 
normal aging has a clear effect on neuroretinal parameters but not on 
laminar depth, changes in neuroretinal parameters were adjusted for 
age-related reduction.
Results: There were 155 glaucoma patients followed for a mean 
(range) of 3.90 (2.03 – 5.44) years. LD-BM was influenced 
significantly more by choroidal thickness (1.14 μm/μm, 95%CI: 
1.07 – 1.21) than was LD-AS (0.15 μm/μm, 95%CI: 0.08 – 0.22). 
Posterior movement of the lamina (LD-BM increase or  

LD-AS increase) occurred with the same frequency as thinning in 
neuroretinal parameters (MRW decrease or RNFLT decrease; Fig. 
2A). Anterior movement of the lamina was detected more frequently 
with the Bruch’s membrane (LD-BM decrease) compared to the 
anterior sclera (LD-AS decrease) reference plane (hazard ratio: 3.23, 
P < 0.01; Fig. 2B). Significant choroidal thinning occurred in the 
majority (25 of 28, 89%) of patients in whom anterior movement 
of the lamina occurred with the Bruch’s membrane, but not anterior 
scleral, reference plane (LD-BM decrease without LD-AS decrease). 
Patients had a wide range of individual rates of change of choroidal 
thickness, from -20.00 to 17.09 μm/y (mean -1.62 μm/y).
Conclusions: Lamina cribrosa depth should be measured from an 
anterior sclera reference plane to reduce the influence of choroidal 
thickness changes. In glaucoma patients, changes in lamina cribrosa 
depth are detected with similar frequency as changes in neuroretinal 
parameters.
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Commercial Relationships: Jayme R. Vianna, None; 
Victoria R. Lanoe, None; Jack Quach, None; Glen Sharpe, 
None; Donna Hutchison, None; Anne C. Belliveau, None; 
Lesya M. Shuba, None; Marcelo T. Nicolela, Alcon (C), Allergan 
(C); Balwantray C. Chauhan, Heidelberg Engineering (F), Topcon 
(F), Heidelberg Engineering (C), Allergan (C)
Support: (1) grant no. MOP11357 from the Canadian Institutes of 
Health Research, Ottawa, Ontario; (2) grant from the Glaucoma 
Research Society of Canada, Toronto, Ontario; (3) Dalhousie 
Medical Research Foundation, Halifax, Nova Scotia; (4) equipment 
and unrestricted research support from Heidelberg Engineering, 
Heidelberg, Germany; (5) Mathers fellowship award, Halifax, Nova 
Scotia.
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Rates of Local Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer (RNFL) Thinning 
before and after Disc Hemorrhage (DH) in Glaucoma Patients
Tadamichi Akagi1, 2, Linda M. Zangwill1, Luke J. Saunders1, 
Adeleh Yarmohammadi1, Patricia Isabel C. Manalastas1, 
Min Hee Suh1, 3, Felipe Medeiros1, Christopher A. Girkin4, 
Jeffrey M. Liebmann5, Robert N. Weinreb1. 1Hamilton Glaucoma 
Center, Shiley Eye Institute, Department of Ophthalmology, 
University of California, San Diego, San Diego, CA; 2Department 
of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Kyoto University Graduate 
School of Medicine, Kyoto, Japan; 3Ophthalmology, Haeundae Paik 
Hospital, Inje University, Busan, Korea (the Republic of); 4School 
of Medicine, University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL; 5Bernard 
and Shirlee Brown Glaucoma Research Laboratory, Harkness Eye 
Institute, Columbia University Medical Center, New York, NY.
Purpose: The relationship between structural damage and DHs is not 
well understood. We investigated longitudinal temporal and spatial 
associations between rates of RNFL thinning before and after DHs 
and the influence of glaucoma treatment on the results.
Methods: Eyes with at least 1 superior or inferior DH episode and 
with spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT; Spectralis 
HRA+OCT; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) follow-
up both before and after DH were included from the Diagnostic 
Innovations in Glaucoma Study and the African Descent and 
Glaucoma Evaluation Study. All subjects underwent optic disc 
photography every 12 months and spectral-domain OCT imaging 
every 6 months. The location of the DH or RNFL thickness was 
classified into 4 90-degree sectors. The rates of RNFL thinning was 
compared before and after DH and also between DH-located and non 
DH-located quadrants using multivariate linear mixed-effects models. 
Treatment intensification was defined as the glaucoma surgery or 
increase in the number of glaucoma medications.
Results: 36 eyes of 33 glaucoma patients and glaucoma suspects 
were included. The rates of RNFL thinning (mean±SD) were 
significantly faster at DH-located quadrants than non DH-quadrants 
after DH (-2.25±1.49 versus -0.69±1.14 μm/yr, P <.001), but not 
significantly different between DH-located and non DH-located 
quadrants before DH (-2.01±1.49 versus -1.91±1.69 μm/yr, P =.71). 
In 18 eyes with treatment intensification after DH, the rate of RNFL 
thinning at non DH quadrant became significantly slower after DH 
(P <.001), while the rate in the DH quadrant did not change (P =.19). 
In contrast, in 18 eyes with unchanged treatment after DH, the rate of 
RNFL thinning in DH quadrant was much faster after DH than before 
DH (P =.008), while the rate in the non-DH quadrant did not change 
(P =.69). Overall, the intensification of glaucoma treatment after DH 
significantly reduced the global and local rates of RNFL thinning 
after DH compared to before DH (global, P =.004; DH-located, P 
=.005; non DH-located, P <.001).

Conclusions: There is a worsening of the rate of RNFL thinning 
in a DH-located quadrant after DH. Moreover, glaucoma treatment 
intensification has a beneficial effect to reduce the rate of RNFL 
thinning after DH.
Commercial Relationships: Tadamichi Akagi; Linda M. Zangwill, 
Carl Zeiss Meditec (F), Heidelberg Engineering (F), National Eye 
Institute (F), Topcon (F), Optovue (F); Luke J. Saunders, None; 
Adeleh Yarmohammadi, None; Patricia Isabel C. Manalastas, 
None; Min Hee Suh, None; Felipe Medeiros, Alcon (R), Reichert 
(R), Sensimed (F), Allergan (F), Carl Zeiss Meditec (F), National Eye 
Institute (F), Allergan (R), Bausch & Lomb (F), Carl Zeiss Meditec 
(C), Carl Zeiss Meditec (R), Heidelberg Engineering (F), Novartis 
(C), Reichert (F), Merck (F), Topcon (F), Alcon (F), Allergan 
(C); Christopher A. Girkin, Carl Zeiss Meditec (F), Heidelberg 
Engineering (F), National Eye Institute (F), SOLX (F), EyeSight 
Foundation of Alabama (F), Research to Prevent Blindness (F); 
Jeffrey M. Liebmann, Heidelberg Engineering (F), Reichert (C), 
Heidelberg Engineering (C), Valeant Pharmaceuticals (C), Alcon 
(C), Reichert (F), Carl Zeiss Meditec (F), National Eye Institute (F), 
Topcon (F), Optovue (F), Bausch & Lomb (F), Bausch & Lomb 
(C), Allergan (C), Carl Zeiss Meditec (C); Robert N. Weinreb, 
Heidelberg Engineering (F), Aerie Pharmaceutical (C), Alcon (C), 
Sensimed (C), Carl Zeiss Meditec (F), Quark (F), Topcon (F), 
Optovue (F), Eyenovia (C), Bausch & Lomb (C), Genentech (F), 
Unity (C), Allergan (C)
Support: John Mung Program from Kyoto University Global 
Frontier Project for Young Professionals
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Optic nerve head rim tissue thins more rapidly than peripapillary 
retinal nerve fiber layer tissue in early glaucoma
Brad Fortune1, Juan Reynaud1, Hongli Yang1, Pui Yi Boey2, 
Shaban Demirel1, Claude F. Burgoyne1, Stuart K. Gardiner1. 
1Discoveries in Sight Research Labs, Devers Eye Institute, Legacy 
Health, Portland, OR; 2Glaucoma Service, Singapore National Eye 
Centre, Singapore, Singapore.
Purpose: We have shown that optic nerve head (ONH) minimum 
rim area (MRA) decreases more than peripapillary retinal nerve 
fiber layer area (RNFLA) in monkeys with early experimental 
glaucoma (IOVS 2016;57:4403-11). Here we sought to determine if 
this observation would translate to human glaucoma by evaluating 
participants of the Portland Progression Project, who had high-risk 
ocular hypertension or non-endstage glaucoma at the start of the 
study.
Methods: OCT and standard automated perimetry (SAP) were 
obtained every ~6 mos. Data were analyzed for a series of 7 visits 
(3.3 ± 0.4 yrs) from one eye each of 157 participants. SAP mean 
deviation (MD) ranged from -16.9 to +2.2 dB (average: -0.8 dB). 
OCT MRA was derived from 24 radial B-scans centered on the ONH 
by summing the areas of each of the 48 trapezoids whose base is 
centered on a Bruch’s membrane opening point and whose height is 
the distance to the retinal/ONH surface segmentation that minimizes 
its area (AJO 2014;157:540-9). RNFL thickness measured from a 
peripapillary 12° diameter circular B-scan was multiplied by scan 
circumference to obtain RNFLA.
Results: At the first visit, MRA (1.06 ± 0.26 mm2) was slightly larger 
than RNFLA (1.00 ± 0.18 mm2; Wilcoxon P<0.0001). Over 7 visits, 
MRA decreased at a rate of -0.018 ± 0.017 mm2/yr (P<0.0001), 
which was faster (P<0.0001) than RNFLA (-0.011 ± 0.013 mm2/yr; 
P<0.0001). Both the raw difference (MRA-RNFLA) and the ratio 
(MRA:RNFLA) decreased over time (P<0.0001 each), consistent 
with the steeper slopes observed for MRA. SAP MD also declined 
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over the same time (-0.078 ± 0.40 dB/yr, P=0.02). MRA and RNFLA 
at the first visit were each predictive of MD slope (R=0.20, P=0.01 
and R=0.24, P=0.002, respectively). The MRA-RNFLA difference 
was not linearly related to damage severity: for eyes with more 
damage (to the left in Fig1), the MRA-RNFLA difference was not 
related to severity; but for eyes with less damage (to the right in 
Fig1), the MRA-RNFLA difference was related to severity. Similarly, 
MRA declined fastest and the difference between MRA and RNFLA 
slopes was greatest for eyes in the earliest stage of structural or 
functional damage (Fig2).
Conclusions: ONH rim tissue thins faster than the peripapillary 
RNFL in the earliest stages of glaucoma, but at a similar rate in later 
stages. The difference between MRA and RNFLA changes may 
represent a structural signature of early glaucoma.

Commercial Relationships: Brad Fortune, None; Juan Reynaud, 
None; Hongli Yang, None; Pui Yi Boey, None; Shaban Demirel, 
None; Claude F. Burgoyne, Heidelberg Engineering, GmbH (R), 
Heidelberg Engineering, GmbH (F), Heidelberg Engineering, GmbH 
(C); Stuart K. Gardiner, None
Support: NIH R01-EY19674 (SD); R01-EY021281 (CFB), NIH 
R01-EY019327 (BF)


